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Want more? Advanced embedding details, examples and help! Please turn on JavaScript to use this site. The content of the Edit Share community is available according to CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. in: Edit Share Responsibility Form Name Gender Asylum Room Section - Release Date Of Hermetics Sales Technician Blood Group Representative (Circle One) A B AB O
(en) Pos Neg Meat Preference (circle one) BEF CHK CRM FWL FSH PRK Preferred Color (Circle One) Blue Yellow Anti-Tetanus Serum (Circle One) Yes No Hand Domination (circle one) Left right ambidextor circumference of the forearm Vault Suit Measuring the chest sleeve of the neck Length Of Inseam Waist Congratulations! (edit and edit the source) If you're reading this,
the scorching wave of atomic fire has probably turned the surface into the pathetic husks of its former self... which means your Sanctuary is activated! You know in your own hands one of the best in America, easy to use personal computing tools: Pip-Boy. Our good friends at RobCo Industries have worked hard to create this wonderful addition to your new home underground.
This ensures privacy, security and guidance when needed. And that's not all - you'll find that life fun with your new Pip-Boy. It's powerful, it's portable, and it's ready to go to work for you. As your Vault Warden, I've already had the privilege of demonstrating how much easier Pip-Boy does your daily tasks during your Vault-Tec orientation workshop. Now, in this little book, we're
going to answer all the questions you might have about using Pip-Boy and its lifesaving features. Read this book carefully and refer to it frequently. The first thing you have to do is fill out the personal information handler's liability form on the opposite page. This ensures that you receive prompt care during a technical fault or emergency medical care. I recommend using pencil
number 2, in case of changing your information. Once again, congratulations on joining the ranks of your fellow Americans who are already enjoying everything that the life of the Vault has to offer. Progress through partnership (edit source editing) The American business system is an unprecedented economic dynamo built on fundamental concepts of freedom and competition. As
proof of our success, let's look at two excellent examples: RobCo and Vault-Tec. RobCo is a leading pioneer in advanced robotics and precision electronics, while Vault-Tec is known worldwide as America's best choice in Vault technology. Vault-Tec and RobCo: samples of American business acumen. When the forces threatened to crush our freedoms, it is only natural that the
leaders of the Vault-Tec and entered into a partnership to confront the brave soldiers of our Armed Forces against the Red Threat. Our goal? Ensure the survival of good American citizens like you and ensure the continuation of our American life path. From view Vault-Tec - The RobCo Partnership is considered the most successful venture in the history of American industry. The
result has been an exciting race to the future, producing many new products and new processes that bring you direct benefit, The Asylum Seeker. Together, we have created an atmosphere of progress where men and women from different talents join forces and realize the dream of life of the Vault. Your Pip-Boy represents the culmination of these efforts, both the intersection of
man and technology. Let our partnership inspire you in the coming days. Why is Pip-Boy so important? (edit and edit the source) The answer is simple: your life may depend on it. The machine you now proudly own is a fully integrated computerized general purpose system designed specifically for survival data processing applications. Just know that if your warden signals all clear
sirens, your Pip-Boy will increase your chances of survival, no matter what terrible horror awaits in the blasted wasteland above the ground. KEEP TRACK OF THE TASKS. MEASURE THE RADIATION. ORGANIZE THINGS. ENJOY THE RADIO. PLOT DIRECTIONS. AUDIT WELLNESS. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT. THE DEATH TOLL. REGULATE MEDICINE. PLAN FAMILY
MEALS. MARK ACHIEVEMENT. ANALYZE SLEEP. PLAY HOLOTAPES. INTERFACE WITH TERMINALS. AND MORE. PEEP BOY. PART OF YOUR LIFE. Made only for you to edit the source The advanced features of the Pip-Boy software are both life-saving and life-saving, but that's not the whole story. Only Pip-Boy was designed from the outside to meet the exact needs of
the Asylum Seeker. Every element of the device's shape is considered. Made just for you is a figure of speech. One size fits all. The special brown outer shell is more than an attractive color. It is a research product for the development of a specific hue designed to withstand the projected surface conditions of a completely nuclear-destroyed surface. The elegant cuff of the forearm
with voluminous upholduction is suitable for most hands of human size. Yes, it's handy, but it can also absorb the shock of a stunning fall bone without any effect on the Pip-Boy processing function. The same can't be said for your limbs. You, Your Pip-Boy, and Survival 'Edit Source' As you read on these pages, Pip-Boy will improve your life by fully integrating with Vault-Tec
Vaults. But beyond the safety and comfort of your Sanctuary, you will find many unimaginable dangers. Projections of the Vault-Tec Science and Science Service predict dangerous terrain, fragmented society and hostile mutated creatures. There Pip-Boy will really shine. And here's how. STATUS (STAT) Wasteland will be a dangerous, unforgiving place. Even the most cautious
inhabitant of the Vault will face severe injuries and radiation poisoning. Use Pip-Boy to keep a close eye on your well-being or you are likely to die. But it's not all doom and Your Pip-Boy will also track the growth and development of your natural abilities. To continue your education on this subject, watch a series of movies that makes you S.P.E.C.I.A.L. in your Vault Library.
INVENTORY (INV) you will probably purchase more than a few souvenirs of your time outside the Vault. This is to be expected, as we are inherently nostalgic beings. Your Pip-Boy will not only manage, but also sort your collection into useful categories. It will also provide useful information on each item at your disposal to help prioritize their use. DATA Modern life is fast-paced.
There's so much pre-case, who can mind it all? Peep Boy can! You will easily track your important tasks and goals right from your wrist. Check with regular updates about your home to make sure your family - biological or otherwise - are as happy as can be. And finally, rethink your achievements for a full sense of self-worth. After all, an unexplored life is not worth living. MAP A
good map is always convenient, but the electronic map, which works on the Pip-Boy brain, is an indispensable boon! The deep mapping function of Pip-Boy will automatically map the terrain and points of interest as you explore, turning each step into useful knowledge. When it's time to go somewhere specific, let Pip-Boy help you navigate the surface with ease. RADIO Everyone
loves to walk around music a bit! Your Pip-Boy is equipped with antennas to receive broadcasts from different frequencies. You can find improvised radio stations among what passes for the civilization of the Wasteland, as well as protracted emergency broadcasts. Tune in to entertainment and survival information. Meet your neighbors (edit the source of the editing) So far, we've
only hinted at the scientific projection of the post-nuclear world acquired through documentary tests. These forecasts set out the least intimidating set of scenarios. If the worst happens, your Pip-Boy will prove necessary. Explore the following views for a sample of what lies ahead if you leave the Vault. Humanoid wastelands will be without the enduring ethics of modern society.
People will be organized into tribes with different beliefs and methods of survival. Violence is the language of the day. Follow your moral compass when considering how to engage. Some people, however, will be less fortunate to be exposed to harmful radiation or exposure to experimental compounds. The results will be creatures more animals than humans. AUTONOMUS
MACHINES With sturdy metal shells and advanced energy sources, many robots will remain in place even through a medium-sized nuclear event. While faithful servants today, it is difficult to predict if programming will mark you as a friend or enemy. Even the friendliest robot can suffer from rigged programming or a damaged combat inhibitor. So you you approach any robot as a
potential soulless killer. MUTATED FAUNA Like humans, many animals will be modified as a result of radiation, disease and viral infection - both natural and handied. Some new species may seem familiar. Don't mistake them for the attractive wild animals you remember. The irradiated will be wild and territorial. They will also experience mutations: claws lengthen, fangs sharpen,
and concentrate poisons. Once the small creatures will stand taller than the pet at home and the larger ones will swell to an even larger size. Avoid unnecessary conflicts, but feel free to kill any mutated fauna that poses a threat. They won't pay you the same courtesy. Maintenance and storage edit source It's easy to take care of your Pip-Boy. From time to time dust outside and
available parts using a brush or dry cloth. Use a Vault-Tec Approved Cleaner smear for any permanent sand or dirt. Keep an eye on regular service on subsequent pages for easy help. Don't try the beach outer shell. If Pip-Boy requires advanced mechanical attention, take it to the Vault-Tec Technical Support Center in the designated Vault section. Your new Pip-Boy comes
encased in a beautiful, safe capsule that is extremely durable but very light weight. It's a luxurious case in every sense of the word, featuring custom shapes, one piece construction and an eye-catching finish. But there are a few cases where removing and storing your Pip-Boy is necessary. It is waterproof, ready to withstand vacuum space, and is comfortable to wear while
sleeping. So what do you have to do with your capsule? Let's take a look at some of the suggestions below. 1. Lunchbox 2. Night 3. Vermin Trap 4. Diorama Fallout 4 Community source content is available according to CC-BY-SA, unless stated otherwise. Noted.
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